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In recent years, a certain number of stability indicating method studies of medicines has been
undressed by different authors, and in many ways. We tried to discuss what has been written this last
ten years, and we found that chromatographic and spectroscopic methods were more used to explore
degradation products. These highly sophisticated and high-cost instrumentations used in stability
indicating represent some challenges for developing country laboratories where there is sometimes a
lack of qualified technicians and found to afford these equipment.
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INTRODUCTION
Stability indicating methods (SIM) are required to the
assessment of active ingredients and pharmaceutical drug’s
stability under certain conditions in order to define their expiry
date. They may also be performed to identify the best storage
condition [17, 20]. They are performed by submitting the
analyte to stress conditions, and identifying or quantifying its
active ingredient degradation products using an adequate
analytical method [17, 20]. The regulatory guidelines of
stability indicating are contained in the ICH Q1AR2, Q3BR2,
Q6A and FDA 21 CFR [17].
Many authors tried to discuss SIM after they undertook
experiments, by performing literature review or by discussing
the regulatory guidelines.
The purpose of this literature review was to understand what
was done this last decade about forced degradation studies to
determine how the subject has been discussed and make the
point of new trends in this heading.
In this study, we will also try to figure out whether there is a
harmonization or not instability indicating methods.
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METHOD
We collected all journal articles written that we found about
stability indicating of pharmaceutical drugs from 2006 to 2016.
As a result, we obtained 20 papers by using Mendeley ® which
is internet based software for literature searching.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In these last ten years, many authors focused their work on the
stability indicating by investigating a literature review. It was
the case of Sehrawat and all, who worked on journal articles
targeting the regulatory aspects for the development of stability
indicating methods to differentiate actives pharmaceutical
ingredient from it potential decomposition product according to
the Regulatory guidance in ICH Q1AR2, Q3BR2, Q6A and
FDA 21 CFR, and made the conclusion that forced degradation
study is required to demonstrate the specificity when
developing such methods [17]. This was supported by Blessy
and all that discussed the recent trend in forced degradation
study and proposed a new strategy of conducting study on
degradation mechanism and a new analytical method for
stability indication development [4]. In contrast, other authors
discussed their results after conducting experiments like
Aubrey and all, who confirmed that the assessments of small
molecule of pharmaceutical stability depend firstly on an
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available chromatographic or another Separative method that
can quantify impurities and degradation products. In 2009 they
outlined a staged approach to HPLC method development, in
accordance with the regulatory guidelines of performing drugs
stability indicating [1]. In 2016, Salman and all used HPLC and
FT-NMR to assess the stability of Ifosfamide and its
degradation products, and found that the degradation product
detected by NMR was not found in HPLC-NMR [17]. Then in
2013, Bushra and all described the behavior of Ciprofloxacin
Hydrochloride under acidic, basic, oxidation, UV radiation and
thermal stress conditions according to ICH forced degradation
study guidelines by HPLC -C18(25 cm x 4.6 mm, 5 μm,
Phenomenex) and found that the oxidation condition more
significant than the others [5]. Moreover, Bhutani and all used
in 2007 the ICH conditions of thermal stress, hydrolysis,
oxydation, and photolysis to analyse Isoniazydes by HPLCC18 and the drug was stable at 50 and 60 ° C [2]. Then in 2008,
Bianchini and all worked on Pridino mesylate by visible and
long wavelength UV-light under ICH guideline under different
conditions and found that acidic and photolytic conditions were
more effective [3]. A forced degradation study was performed
in 2014 on new drugs on conditions more severe than
accelerated condition under-specificity of stability methods, in
addition, they tried to figure-out how drugs are degraded, then
elucidated their structure [4]. Provided the complexity
instability indicating methods, Hubert and All performed in
2014 a case study using Liquid Chromatography and obtained a
beneficial effect on impurity exploration instability testing [7].
Joci and all tried in 2009 to assess Eletriptan hydrobromide
stability by LC and LC-MS and found that this method meets
the conditions of ICH guidelines [8]. Khedr and all performed
in 2008 a study of Betahistine stability indicating by HPLC and
found that it was labile at light and oxygen rich media [9].
Louati and all assessed in 2011 Sulfatimethoxine by HPLC
according to ICH guidelines and found that it were highly
sensitive to basic hydrolysis and oxidation. They also tried to
understand the mechanism of degradation of this medicine
[10]. Marques and all assessed in 2011 the stability of
Galantamin hydrobromid which is an anti-Alzeimer drug under
stress acidic, alkaline, thermal, photolytic and oxidative
conditions and found degradation under acidic, photolytic and
oxidative conditions, but, in contrast the drug was stable in
alkaline and elevated temperature conditions [11]. Mistiri and
all investigated in 2012 Florfenicol in presence of its two
identified
degradation
products
(thiamphenicol
and
chloramphenicol) by LC and LC-MS and found that the drug
was stable in the solid state but unstable in solution under
acidic, alkaline and photolytic stress conditions [12]. Moussa
and all used RP-HPLC and HPTLC to assess in 2010 the
stability of Olmesartran Medoxomil in presence of its acidic
and alkaline induced degradation products found a successful
method as well in acidic as in alkaline stress condition [13].
Naguib and all compared in 2012 Mebeverine hydrochloride
and Sulpiride in pharmaceutical preparation by multivariate
regression methods of UV spectra in a stability indicating test
and the proposed method was successful in pharmaceutical
tablet monitoring [14]. Rajput and all monitored in 2000
Cefixim Trihydrate stability by the spectrometric method under
acidic hydrolysis, alkaline hydrolysis and oxidation stress
conditions and found that it degrade extremely under these
conditions [15]. Vazquez and all used in 2009 HPLC-MS-MS

to assess the stability of both water and fat soluble vitamins in
parenteral admixture, and the method proved to be stability
indicating in accordance with the ICH guidelines about the
subject [19]. Not only manufactured medicines were studied
but also some medicinal plants were also assessed. An assay
undertaken by Syed and all in 2015 showed that the stabilityindicating method could be employed to determine curcumin in
bulk and emulsions [18].
Ours bibliographic study was challenged by the fact that we
could not get access to the results of all these papers.

CONCLUSION
In this last decade, many authors tried to discuss stability
indicating. They usually used chromatography and Infra Read
/UV spectroscopy to identify or quantify forced degradation
products. These methods are challenged by their high coast or
their need to be performed by high skilled lab workers. These
two criteria made it difficult for these analytical methods to
operational in developing countries. We therefor recommend
the use of capillary electrophoresis instability indicating.
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